Decorate your Bedroom for a New School Year

Hang with a push pins on your bedroom door or on your wall.
Make them at a distancing back yard party or for your sister or

best friend. Include fun photos of yourselves or special
mementos.

Room Art with Paper Plates

Materials
Large and small stickers
Wall-Art decals
Small paper plates, in variety of colors
Magic black marker
Alphabet stickers
Puff paints or puff glue
Wide ribbon-(2-3 inch wide) 3 yards long for each
Butterflies either plastic or stickerFun photos if desired

Choose the type and number of plates you want to use. Lay
them out on the table or floor, so you can see what they look
like together. Here we choose a flowered plate to glue on top
of a pink one in an alternate pattern.

Then, cut out the letters and pictures of the stickers you want
to use but don’t peel and stick them yet, in case you want to
change them around. Arrange them on the plates.

On the top plate, use the alphabet stickers and spell your name.
Then decorate around it with stickers or glitter glue.

On the next plate, write what your name means or write a Bible
verse and decorate the plate.

Use large stickers that are sold for Wall Art to put in the middle
of the next plate.

Or draw a special word in glitter paint.

Roll out the ribbon and lay the plates on top of it in the order.
Leave about 2 inches in between each plate and 4 extra inches
on top. Then with a hot glue gun, apply a couple of lines of glue
right in the middle of the BACK of the plate. Be careful, it’s hot!

(Have a parent supervise) Then flip the plate over and attach it
to the ribbon. We used the glue bottle to press it firmly in place
because it was hot. Do this with all the plates.

Tie a bow with the extra ribbon and attach it above the top
plate on the ribbon with hot glue.
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